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U.S. Hopes For
Castro Ouster
Ito -.1E55 %ITT HENSLEY
lilted Crum. International
WASHINGTON i UPI. Administration officials have begun to talk with cautious optimism about the possible overthrow from within of Fidel Castro’s Communist regime.
Secretary of State Dean Rusk
has mentioned "evidence of great
and erowing discontent** in Cuba
and intelligence reports disclose
increasingly severe shortages of
the necessities of life.
This comes at a time when
Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev is pulling some of his military personnel out of the island.
lessening the Kremlin’s ability to
keep Castro in power against
whatever opposition may be developing.
There is divided opinion here
as to whether the Kennedy administration actually sees more
hope for home-grown trouble or
seeks simply to justify the effectiveness of its policy of slow
strangulation as opposed to more
dangerous direct action such as
an oil blockade.
RISK OF WARFARE
The administration rejects the
argument by some Republican
leaders that a selective blockade aimed only at stopping Soviet oil deliveries to the island
would not run the risk of war in
the Caribbean.
Most officials believe now that
Khrushchev will fulfill his
pledge to pull "severed thousand" of his estimated 17,000
military technicians and troops
in Cuba out of the island by
Friday. This is the promise he
made to President Kennedy several weeks ago. Only the Russians know what they mean by
"several thousand."
American officials are watch -

mg closely to see whether the
Russians evacuated include the
approximately 5,000 regular soldiers organized in four combat
battalions. These units, equipped
with the latest battlefield weapons, have been regarded as capable of helping Castro’s government beat down any really
serious threat of rebellion. If
all of them have left or leave.
Khrushchev gives up his most
effective means of controlling
the situation in Cuba.
DANGER IN SUCCESS
U.S. officials, while pressing
for evacuation of every Russian,
recognize that complete withdrawal might well increase the
danger of an armed clash involving the United States and
Cuba.
This stems from the fact that
the Russians up to now have retained the control of the antiaircraft missiles capable of
knocking down the high level
U2 planes which continue surveillance of the island to make
certain no offensive weapons
remain.
The Russians have held their
fire, tacitly acknowledging the
U.S. right to continue reconnaissance flights after Khrushchev because of Castro’s atmake
titude was unable to
good on his promise to permit
on-site inspection to verify removal of offensive weapons.
It is acknowledged if Castro’s
trigger-happy forces get complete control of the weapons,
there is increased likelihood of
an "incident" Kennedy has
warned there will be swift retaliation if any American plane
is attacked.

Royce Hall Sets
Open House
Sunday Afternoon

’The Mating Game
Is Friday Flick

Royce Hall, women’s dormitory, will open its doors to the
public Sunday for an open house
between 2-5 p.m. Anyone may
come and visit the women’s
rooms, according to Mary Castro. social chairman
Refrasshments will be served
and entertainment provided.

-The Mating Game " a racy
comedy about an internal revenue agent, a shrewd farmer, and
the farmer’s daughter headlines the Friday Flick tomorrow night at 7:30 p.m. in TH55.
Debbie Reynolds as the farmer’s daughter and Tony Randall
as the tax investigator share the
lead roles in the sprightly laughriot.
Paul Douglas, Fred Clark, and
Una Merkel play supporting.
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AT BETTER STORES
SWIFT INSTRUMENTS, INC.
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LOOKING FOR A
BETTER HAIRCUT?
includes cutting,
RESTYLE
CUT
shaping, shampoo, dressing, SQ50
U
razor cut and fontshed style
5300
RAZOR CUTS
1233

STANLEY -WARREN CUT

By Appointment Only
PHONE CV4-I601
THE STANLEY WARREN SHOP
17 South Second Sr

San Jose

STANLEY

STATE MEAT MARKET
Corner 4th and Santa Clara

CY 2.7726

Complete Line of First Quality Meats
Wholesale and Retail

THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS
Columbia Brand Sliced Bacon

lb. pkg.

Skinless Wiener, First Quality
Duque Canned Picnic
Duque Canned Ham
Campfire Veal Cutlet

41/4 size
111/2 size
4 oz. size
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45
/79
69e
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lb.
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By CAROL SWENSEN
Society Editor

Spring Has, (Sproing!), Sprung!
It’s official: Winter is gonc and spring is here. No longer, I
hope, will there be rain and freezing days for the sun is out and
here to stay.
The TGIF party will rise out of the cellar and move into the
hills The dorms will engage in their annual water fights and street
dances will become the craze.
Thoughts of school will turn to more romantic ideas as studying becomes a chore and Santa Cruz becomes a reward. Ski sweaters will be exchanged for sun dresses and levis cut down to laermuda
length.
Tennies and socks will be exchanged for sandals or no shoes at all
and dark cottons will be stored in the attic and spring pastels
become the rage.
Last of all, Mt. Hamilton will feel the corning of spring as the
rush of observers climb past the halfway house to take lit the view.
ALPHA PHI
Alpha Phi sorority recently initiated 24 women. They include:
Diane Bode, Vicci Bowles, Penny Furtney, Therese Good, Judy
Hayes, Mary Joan Hendricks, Dee Hill, Barbara Hutton, Jeev Kaiser,
Linda Koening, Merilee Leftwich. Susie Lorenzen, Terry Lumley.
Patty Manzetti, Chris Marshall, Marsha McClelland, Marsha
Nicolet, Carolyn Ohliger, Nancy Robinson, Jane Scott, Judy Shawnee, R,osie Stanton, Chris Thuile’s’ and Cheryl Woodward. Awards
were given to Jody Kaiser for outstanding pledge and Vicci Bowles
for outstanding second -semester pledge.
DELTA UPSILON
The brothers of Delta Upsilon will hold an open house Sunday
from noon to 3 p.m. All sorority women are invited. Attending will
be Dean Stanley Benz, dean of students, and Dr. Lowell Walter,
chief counselor, and their wives. Refreshments will be served.
CHI OMEGA
New initiates into Chi Omega sorority are: Jan Anderson, Judy
Bamford, Kathy Emboss*, Jeri Hettinger, Jackie Brunner, Carolyn
Coburn, Georgia Dorsa, Math Ehrlich, Patty Freygang, Migs Hasson. Eileen Hayes, Judy Helmboldt, Joanne Johnson, Sandy Lowe,
Marsha Mathias, Judy Patten, Mary Salentine, Susie Sargent, Leslie
Sears, Judy Strobridge, Michele Thebeault and Sandy Wolf.
KAPPA DELTA
Officers for 1963 are: Carol Musser, president; Margie Davison,
vice president; Marilyn Bell secretary; Barbara Miller, treasurer;
Carol Bernhardt, assistant treasurer; Sandy Lusk, membership
chairman; Gwen Gore, editor.
SIGMA CHI
Gary Olimpia, Sigma Olt president, was recently awarded the
annual Provence Balfour Award based upon scholarship, fraternity
service, school service and personality. Gary will now enter the
national competition.
ORCHID BALL CANDIDATES
The women who have entered the Sigma Pi Orchid Ball Queen
contest are: Kerry O’Brien, Judy Sherman, Gamma Phi Beta; Sue
Lewis, Jane Scott, Alpha Phi; Maxine I3ohigan, Kathy Leland,
Kappa Kappa Gamma; Kathy Piccolo, Robin Philips, Alpha Omicron Pi; Judy Patton, Matty Ehrlick, Chi Omega; Caroline Elliot,
Kay Hoff, Delta Zeta.
Carol Hamm, Libby Brooks, Alpha Chi Omega; Bev Rauh,
Jackie Miller, Kappa Delta; Sherry Saunders, Sue Taylor, Kappa
Alpha Theta; Carmin Kidd, Lois Gersten, Phi Mu; Sue Wilson,
Barbara Bosco, Delta Gamma; Enid Ortone, Linda Schultz, Washburn Hall.
KAPPA ALPHA THETA
The ladies of Kappa Alpha Theta are holding an open house
tomorrow evening from 8-11. Music will be provided by a band for
dancing and refreshments served.
LITTLE SISTERS
The Little Sisters of Sigma Chi pulled a switch on the pledges
last Monday night and took them on a sneak. The Little Sisters
are: Margie Baer, Jane Randall, Bonnie Shaffer, Phyllis Smith,
Alpha Chi Omega; Lu Carter, Cindy Ware, Sharon Wienstock, independents; Judy Goins, Kappa Kappa Gamma; Paula Morton,
Kappa Alpha Theta; Pam Stoddard, Gamma Phi Beta.
ALPHA OMICRON PI
Following a formal initiation ceremony the new initiates of
Alpha Omicron Pi were honored with a luncheon at the Red Coach
Inn. The new members are: Sandra Arnold, Genie Calande, Jayne
Christensen, Connie Ehlers. Sandra Enkema, Deemer Neilsen,
Jean Marie Patten, Gerri Paul, Robin Phillips, Gail Schieder, Cecilia
Scholz, Marilyn Stennett Kate Swart and Gloria Tronis.
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Members of Kappa Kappa Gamma held their initiation ceremonies recently and accepted into full membership the following:
Jeannie Hearts, Marvis Baer, Kris Ronde, Sheila Clawson, Ann
Comegys, Diann Figone, Stephanie Finlay, J. J. Fraser, Jenny
Graham, Nancy Kivell, Kathy Leland, Mary Ann McNally, Bobbie
Myers, Kris Nelson, Margo O’Brien, Margie O’Keefe and Cheryl Vail.
.0111
PHI SIGMA KAPPA
The brothers of Phi Sigma Kappa honored their Girls of the
Month, Diane Pahl and Nancy Warner, . with a serenade at the
Gamrna Phi Beta house recently.
New initiates into Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity are. George
Rubine. James Ownes, Chick Leath. Bob Jones, Bob Lovejoy, Jim
Peckler, Dave Machado, Erv Learner Pete Econornau, Pete ManfliA, Bob Porter, Wes Bently. Bill Wonderly, Gary Condry, Curt
Kay. and Frank Butters, a businessman honored for his service to
the fraternity as a "third-degree member."
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
New initiates from the fall semester pledge class include: Carl
Disher, Pat Hart. Chris Butz, Gary Vanatter, Bob Donofrio, Ken
Moeckel. Gary Thompson and Steve Beardslee. Carl Disher was
selected outstanding pledge.
DELTA GAMMA
New initiates of Delta Gamma are: Judith Able Petrieia
Barnebey. Kathy Bissell, Barbara Rosen, .Turlith Firetting-trat Bar
bare Clark. Vicky Dingman. Pamela Gaynor, Lindsay Hafer, Karen
Hansen. Carol Hardy, .loan Litrieh, Virginia Merk-nel, Susan May,
Sandra Mayfield. Jill Salisbury, Susan Seibert, Laurie Vonn. Linda
Weigeet, Susan Wilson and Carolyn Wright. After the ceremony
banquet was held in honor of the new aetives at the Berry Farm.
ALPHA CHI OMEGA
Sixteen new initiates were recently honored at the Alpha Chi
()mega house. The ladies are: Vicki Anderson, Sally Beleher, Libby
Brooks, Margaret Caselli, Dijon Coffin, Kathy Cotta. Annette Ditto,
Julie Gillogly. Carolyn Johnston, Lana Pr leg, Linda Robeson. Kathy
Stafford, Sue Stanich. Karen Stone. Londie Tieslau, and Laurie
DELTA SIGMA PHI
Delia Sigma Phi fraternity hiss ftto following entrants is
favorite wity contpstc: Roger Caw, aid. finalist, Alphe Chi Omar.
Ken Howell, Kew! Buffet, Gamma Phi Beta; and Bill Winkles, Tom
Heflin, Delta Zeta.
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Sigma Phi Epsilon’s Queen of Hearts contest onntinueis Sunday
with an afternoon Wane at Alum Rock Park. Highlighting the event
will he the queen contestants’ participation in touch football eall
volleyball contests plus a skit by the pledge class

’Daily Should Print
Arrests’ Says Prof
Editor:
In defense of the Spartan
Daily I wish to take exception
to that portion of Mr. Dahlen’s
letter in which he criticizes the
paper for its coverage of a recent incident involving two state
students. In my judgment the
story did not show a lack of consideration for any of those involved. Citizens who violate the
law must expect their transgressions to be noted by news media.
Whether such publicity is negative or positive is determined in
large part by what is done. The
Spartan Daily reported the
facts; it did not create them.
When any member of this school
community violates the law, it
is news.
Editor Pacini and his staff
handled the story with good
taste. Further, he was instrumental in helping Jim Sperling,
who since has been cleared of
implication in the incident, when
others sat wondering what
should be done with a seemingly
errant student body officer.
Jim Dunne
Asst. Profoomor sf Journalism

’Conservatism Isn’t
Backward’Reader
Editor:
In reply to the Thrust and
Parry letter written Tuesday by
David Fishman and Pete Dedini
asserting that conseratism is
"hindsighted" and will be "outgrown," I feel it my duty as a
conservative once again to restate the true meaning of conservatism today and to add a
note concerning political maturity.
In the first place, conservatism primarily advocates less

gie...rruniental control iauthor.
its.) and more individual responsibility. Certainly any student
of sociology could inform you
that social maturity is the assumption by the individual of
greater responsibility and the
lessening of submission to authority: A child grows out of a
completely obsequious position
into one of responsibility and
less obsermity. On this basis, I
would say that one does not
"outgrow" conservatism, but on
the contrary matures into it.
The claim that conservatism is
"hindsighted" is, at best, confused. We must not misconstrue
as hindsightedncss the tendency
of conservatives to use historical
fact to back up their arguments.
If Fishman and Dedini really
Oppose political immaturity and
hindsiehtedness. then I suggest
that they "mature into conservatism" and take a careful look at
that strange thing called history
to which conservatives keep
makin-.: reference.
Al Matson
.%sti A1642

Students Dig Max’s
’Leftist Imbalance’
FAIllor:
Dr. Max Rafferty’s charges
that there is an "imbalance to
the left," were presented in the
Friday, March 15 issue of the
Spartan Daily. We couldn’t have
agreed with him more! It has
been our experience as students,
that most professors are quite
vocal, not only about personal
political philosophies, but quite
naturally about state, national,
and international policies as
well. This is as it should be, for
supposedly this is what the business of education is all about.
Comments Dr. William J. Dusel:

These Mummies
Are Cool, Dad
By TOM KELLY
Are you tired of textbooks,
professors, and Centennial hall?
You might try returning to the
days of the Book of the Dead,
mummies, and the tomb of Amenhotep III.
Right here in San Jose is one
of the largest exhibits of Egyptology in the world. The Egyptian museum, operated by the
Rosicrucians, has exhibits dating
from the dawn of time, many
taken from excavations of ancient Egyptian temples.
Exhibts include genuine
mummies, now lying in glass
cases instead of pyramids. Visitors can walk down a dark
passageway into a full-sized replica of an Egyptian rock tomb,
the only reproduction of its kind
in America.
Or they can take a guided
tour of an ancient Egyptian
temple, and watch the sun rise
over the sands of the Sahara
desert.
Also in the museum are exhibits of animal mummies; sarcophagi; a replica of Hammurabi’s codes; ancient statues; modelle of the Tower of Babel and
the tomb of King Zaser; and, in
an adjoining room, real live,
very dead, shrunken heads.
Abu in the museum is an art
gallery. now showing 300 photographs from all over the world

includin4 Russia. This exhibit is
being held under the auspices of
the San Jose Light and Shadow
club. It will last until March 27.
Almost next door to the Egyptian museum, and also operated
by the Rosicrucians, is the Science Museum and Planetarium.
Admission charge to a lecture
and demonstration of the planetarium is 40 cents. It is open on
Wednesdays and Sundays from
1 to 5 p.m.
The rest of the Egyptian museum is open every day from
1 to 5 p.m. There is no admission charge.

STUDENT
DISCOUNTS

"The personal bias fit a
teaeheri
should not affect his
values
professor. If he is a good at a
er he will attempt te teats.
help the
students to see the full
spee.
trum."
On the basis of the
ake,I.
statement, the temptation
question whether another
son quoted in the
same
in last Friday’s Spartan melt,
jia,
Dr. William F. Stanton,
nat,
Assemblyman William P. ges.
ton, also operated under
est
code, or for that ntitler
whet*
he or any other professor
tee
very strong Political
vicneina
could always achieve a
fair
analysis of given quest kin% fist
their own strong ix,liticsi ’,Auer
It has been our disturbing ex.
perience to find that we nee
often be subjected to very biaag
presentations of what seem to
be complex, vital issue:
step outside the isolation of
the
impoverished campus world tf
one-viewism. For instance,
Andrew P. Lassen stated in the
previously l’eferred to articiE
that:
"Old-fashioned capitalism
might still function in a pastor..
inantly agricultural
we are living in
namic industrial so....
We wonder if the We.
mans know it is a "pr. ’
ly agricultural" soc,.
habit? We word. dents are aware
many is a caret Doubtless we n
somewhere ;dot
maybe Dr. Lasout of context? At
should be pleased that We
to comment from anothe:point. The professoio .
anymore.
George A. Miroll,lwon
ASTI 111059
Myron K. Waliktrand
Aiit -h:14

Congrats From
K.O. Polio Doctor
Editor:
Congr,talations ’
coming in to the
ciety this week and I,
of other groups that ma,.
Polio Sunday, March In,
SUCCOSS.

Never before ha
acted so quickly in .,
to do so much for men.and all their neighbors. It
group of nearly one-half to:
that really deserve: eon:
lations.
C.
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8a.m.calculimmlate
rush...arrive...quiz...
Eng...read...write...
...correct... Psych...
psychotic... neurotic
Pavlov...bell...lunch
whew... pause
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take a break ...things go better with Coke
seohni under authoroty of The Coc Cola Company by CotaCola Bottling Company of San Jose

Sophomore’s Yea r in Europe Educational, Exciting
more French major ncan
Glen, California.
"I loved Europe because it was
like everyone said it would be,’

EVELYN DINON

it

year and a lirdt an Euon..
svas both educational and exerting for Dennis Coupe, a sop,

of a
yak goon s,

A

fun.

Specializing 00.s in

I va
eve

Al’ ‘40NIRONNE
I tennis, :If hits (Ione a great
thud of traveling with his par
ents. His father, Walter H.
Coupe, was a commander in the
U.S. Navy: and is now retired.
Dennis has traveled to China.
Japan. the Philippine ’,lands,
Guam, and Algiers. The trip to
Eunipe was on his own.
’len months vivre spent study-a at the Sorbonni in Pro is.
-At first everything was terribly confusing, and I spent a lot
of time running from one place
to another. After awhile you
leatn your way around," he said.
’I had one semester of college
French before I went to France
and one week from the time I
got there ’Until school started.
The only way to learn French
correctly is to cut yourself off
as much :- warsible from English
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exclaimed Dennis. who spent a
year in Paris, five months in
Madrid and two months in England.

Professional Pharmacists
PHONE CYpress 3-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE, CALIF.

mend for $50 a month," he ex.
plained.
Not all students live in hotels,
however. In the southern part of
Paris there is a glows of large
hoarding houses, each representng a different country. This Is
,alled the Cite Universitaire.
rind is like a coriummity in itself. "There are even houses for
small countries like Afghanistan," Dennis stated.

1

speaking is.
Wained.

STAYS AT LATIN gl Alti lit
The ei.,L’itieN t tX/h, a hali
1
entirely in French, were ts s.
wiener, art lihriosophY.
lure, and a cultural cours.
also took an extension course ii
the French language.
When he film arris ed in Paris
he stayed in a small hotel in the
Latin Quarter but he wantcd
more atmosphere. A Freneh
family offered him a room if he
would teach their daughter English. However, he found that
commuting to school on the Met 11,, an underground railway system, took up too much of his
time. He then returned to the
Latin Qua, ter.

PARIS MYTHS

The tourists invade Par -the summer but they don .
the true feeling of the city
the Pat isians have enough money
and if they don’t depend on the
tourist trade for a living, they go
on vacation." re-ported Dennis
There are many myths aboo
Paris. For example, mast of th.
people who wear berets at
workers. They have been at the::
trade for a long tirrre-and aproud of it. "They look down //I:
American tourists who wear ben 0-Is," Dennis revealed.
"It got depressing around tra
Sorbonne because everything
was bleak and gray. I Met twit
boys, one with a ear and the
other with a guitar, and aftei
that we luiveled quite often on
the *weekends." he said.

FOREIGNERS’ RATES HIGH
Dennis said that hotel rates
bd. foreigners are very high. "It
(’list $125 a month for a two
bedroom apartment. A FrenchIna n could get the same apart -
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Soft Drinks

PIZZA

Enjoy
for study breaks
for parties
for dinner

CUGGINO’S PIZZA
862 No. 13th Street
roar Horsa
Open 4-12 p.m daily
TO 2 a.m. Fri. & Set.
Closed Wednesdays

P.S.: We Deliver

Call CY 2-8119

-,

VAUGHN’S
4th (across tru^

HAWAII
PLAN
NOW
STUDENT TOURS
To be s....re
..:are of the deta;I:

CALL CY 3-7031

travel agency
60 NORTH FIRST ST.

SAN JOSE
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Baked 1..i -.1,411c
and \ cal Parmigiana
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Sleeve Dress Shirts and
Half Sleeve Dress Shirts
White
Blue
Linen
Yellow
Plus Stripes
$59.;
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Food you will really lore
of prices college students can afford.
Try us for dinner tonight.
at no extra charge, of tours.)
(Orders to go
956 Pork Ave.
Open Sun..Thurs. ’fil 10 p.m.
293-1101
Fri. and Sat. tn 2 a.m.
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LIKED SPAIN

"I spent Christmas Eve in
Notre Dame Cathedral just f
the novelty of it. At Easter ;
went to a small fishing villm.:
on the coast of Spain." he said
Dennis commented the he
liked Spain berau.se of the people, the weather, and the standard of living.
lie said that people have mis--nceptions about Spain’s twilit!, and economic pasition.

OUR TAMALE KITCHEN

39

thernst ...s. in a sinall Swinish
town rare evening. A friendly
Puler let them stay in prison,
"since he liked the way my
friend played the guitar."

is &file by the - icrn press filtering." DeflItts charged. -Spain
as not nearly to,., backward as
people think."
Dennis and his friends found

"P1.(..1.11, Si’! 1)1.N.I.

.1)1(;111.:1-1.1 1)1

A HEDDA TIMEShown going over a scene from the Speech
and Drama Department’s production of Hedda Gabler are
Barbara Champion, who has the title role in the play, and Jack
Baker, who plays Eilert Loveborg, a former suitor of Miss Baker.
The action taking place is from the second scene of the play,
when Loveborg calls on Hedda, who is now married, and she
shows him a scrapbook from her honeymoon. The play will be
presented in the College Theater tomorrow and Saturday night..
and March 28. 29, and 30 at 8:15 p.m.

\
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School Musicians
Set Tour, Concert

THE FOLK THEATRE
970 So. 1st
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Famous blues recording artist
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JESSE FULLER
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IN HIS POCKET
’izTeN IN HIGH HEELS

I lith school Intlst ill be treated to
introduction of San
ui
State’s campus and its Mittomorrow and in rt,
I
torn they will present a et/11011st
t4 tirehestri and band silt ’it
Besides a tour of the na:11-ii
the students will view a firm on
what SJS has to offer them. The
concert will begin at 1:30 p.m.
in Concert Hall under the direction of Eugene Graves, SJS
graduate.
Selections playtal by the band
are. "Chorale" and "Alleluia" by
Hanson and "National Emblem"
by Bagley. The orchestra will
present "l’nited States of Amer.
by Antonini and "Hymn and
Fuelling Tune No. 3" lw Cowell.
The eoneert is r pen to the
,

_ p -,sent.
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Warriors Remain in S.F.
Despite Financial Setback

All V’

Donahue Faces New Grid Battle
H ad while the oppottUtuty
By DAVE NF ks Dot st
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Donahue eat the tinal man cut
iron the Packers last season. Disappaniment was oinious, as he
tot he lout inside the club.
In his tvio-nionth hitch eilh
l’at.liers. Oscar learned tit...0,10 tit Green Bay’s suistess.

h the person"IC. not t.111
nel. as it Is t hue I Lombardi.
His great ItIUM ledge of the game
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OSCAR DONAHUE
and dyllainie personality audio,
the pro’s. 6-3. 195-pound Oscar
. Viking soph
him the ideal head coach."
hopes to make this year the one
In the iiro rank. is "produce."
that will begin to insure his famlairtatlite was tratio,1 in late sep.
.% player who lads It. 1,0 it ids
ily of future security
!ember to Norm Van Biorklin’s
all. soon 111111% 111111.111 on the Vikings. He appeared in 10 games,
Plain,, pno football has given
sidelines watching another tak- seven or which he started.
me a chance to own things that
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Oscar.
ii.
mostly aging veterans. Only a fewi
of the old war horses remain, in- ’
eluding former 49er great Hugh
McF:thenny
Oscar says the Vikings are
forming a young team. and that
their best days are :dill it few
De happily admits
tta.11.4011%
is the Lillie to prepare
to being a part of a griming
for your spring dance.
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WOMEN’S HEELS
at Factory Prices
Noss

Select just the right pair of heel at San Jose’s larg,est shoe stio,.

from

7.90 to 9.90

439 SO. FIRST ST.
Day/stow@ Sam Joss

Open Monday, Thursday.
& Friday Nights Tit 9

ALMA GOLF COURSE
son jose’s newest, most modern
9 hole golf course

$1.00

GOLF

Only Lighted Golf
Course in Northern
California
students and faculty
IACN

THRU FRI.

MINIATURE GOLF -75e- with A.S.B. Card
* miniature golf
* 9 -hole golf
* putting greens

* snack bar

ALMA GOLF COURSE
mamba, Spartan Foundation
445 W. Alma St., San Jose
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ACCOUNTS OPENED IN 3 MINUTES

YOUNG ADULTS ACCOUNTS INVITED!
A Compkle Um of listionally Advertised Products

Engagement Rings
Wedding Rings
Watches
Birthstone Rings
Costume Jewelry
I. D. Bracelets
Clocks
Cameras
Binoculars
Electric Shavers

Phonographs
HI-Fl Sets
Radios
Electrical Appliances
Dinnerware
Silverware
Watch and Jewelry
Repairs
Tape Recorders

Oscar’s biggest competition in
Hilt is Ill eoine front ten-year

I
and posseteran Jerry Reid
sibly risdae Paul Flattley ot
Northwestern.
Timing is what makes a pro
;tossing attack stand out, sat it
Oscar. A top defensive back, andi
there are plenty in the NFL, can
.’dokly recover a pass receiver
:it) has out -stepped him. Pass( r .
:id receiver need the precision a
Swiss watch in order to work

Cal-Hawaiians Gun
To 39-27 Victory
Over Phi Sig Five
’rhe Cal -Hawaiians juniped to
’tit front of the intramural all -col-e basketball championships with
, 39-27 victory over Phi Kappa
: tesday afternoon.
’rhe team moved into a quick
.. el at the start of the game, anti

19-1:l at halftime Bill Aaherg
I

the winners with 11 points.
ward Kitagawii ointributod 10
, the cause. Dave Fleniing led the
with 10 markers.
lbpeoiling on the outcome of
the second gait ie. a third contest
to decide the champion Illtly be
played this es ening at 7 in tlw
Meit’s Gym.
According 1,, Dan 17nruh, intramural director a record number
of entries have signed up for the
wrestling tournament, now under
way. Sixty-eight matches will be
held tonight, along with quarter
.t rid semi-final rounds. The matches
....all begin at 6:30.
Independent a ad fraternity
champion% and consolation winners will be decided tomorrow,
lit-ginning at 3:30 p.m. Fraternity
and independent team winners
for the all -colwill then it.

lege title.
I.:nt ries tor fast and slow -pitch
atithall have been coming in slowCninh said. All entries are due
by 12 noon tomorrow. Softball officials are still needed, Unruh added.
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Feecick
The Warrior,
year, with Bob
has’- third pit k in the
head coach.
torthioiiiing
draft.
The team drew 142,620 for 37
said, "Bob and I i r
home dates in 1963, including those weGottlieb
could use
a goal
at Bakersfield, San Jose and Oakland. That’s an average of 3,855 guard, too, but it’s visa hard to
gel two top players Iron a
per outing.
hinule
draft."
General Manager Eddie GottCray
Steve
of
St. MarN’s is a
lieb, whit sold the Philadelphia
possible territorial thalt chic,
National Basketball Association
but
Gottlieb
slid
not
sound overly en,
franchise to a San Francisco
thusiostie
about the high -litOring
group for a reported &MAW,
Gael forward.
readily adndtted yesterday that
the stoi 4:hoidens suffered "a substantial IOW.," especially because
ALL NEW 1963 CARS
the %%arriors failed to land In the
AT LOWEST PRICES
post-iwason playoffs.
Factory Warranty, Dealer’s Service
Gottlieb declined to translate the
Also used cat at a real low esco.n.
loss in dollars and cents, but said
Cell 361-4259
(Redwood CityL
be. did not anticipate any of the
major stockholders pulling out.

VICTORY SHOWS in the smiling face of Lester Bond, as he takes
off on a 24-10 leap to win the broad jump against Oregon State.
San Jose’s scheduled meet this week at Sacramento State has
been canceled, so Bond will next be seen March 30 as SJS meets
Stanford and Oklahoma at Stanford.

Scn’ oenmann Fastest,
Asserts Coach O’Neill
By DAN MeLEAN
Nick Sehoenmann is the fastest ’
swimmer we’ve ever had here at
San Jose," says his coach, Tom’
CYISTe ill
At first look, this is a pretty big l
statement, and a person might ask I
to see proof. But actually, a quick I
look at the school record books
would be enough to convince any-,
"neAs a frestmian last year,
Selmenniann set school records
In both sprint events. He was
timed In 21.9 In the 50 -yard
freestyle, and 49.3 in the 100yard freestyle.
Nick was first introduced to;
competitive swimming by his older’
brother Donn, who was swimming.
;it the YMCA.
In high school. Nick set CIF!
iccords in the 50- and 100-yard
liatestyle events. C and B divisions.
Sehoenniann ellOtie San Jose
Stal, to further his eIllwation
for sits eral reasons. First, as a
physical education major. Nick
wa Interested In the S.P.4 Physical E d ii c at lon Department,
which lie feels is "tops."
So.ontilv. his hi-other Dorm was
ti Sin Jose. and arranged for Nick
it work at the Santa Clara Swim
flub.
Schoenniann, who ac-cording to
O’Neill, only weighs about 135
pounds. attributes much of his
cess to four people. "My br.,0,
Don Sonia, an AAU
ern California, Torn
George Haines, the Santa Clara
Swim Club coach, have all helped
a lid." says Sehoenmann.
Schrienniann prwomtly Is working out for the A.1’ and NC.aA
meets. Fie practice!" at 6 alit, at
Santa Clara, and with the 1-11111
In the afternoon. Ile says he
works out about three hours a
day.

Macedo did it in the backstroke
three years ago"
At one point
marm held a
record in the
But his mark
weeks later.

last year, Schoolnational freshmitri
50-yard freestyle.
was broken three

Nick is aiming, for the Olympi,
Games in 1964. This year he ’going to try to qualify for the
Pan-American Games,
Eventually, he hopes to get his
times down to 46.0 for the 100, and
21.2 for the 50.
Last year. Schoenmann swam
for the Santa Clara freestyle relay team in the AAUs, and helped
them take first place. The other
members of the team were Ste-vu
Clark. Ed Townsend and Dim
Beukers. They were timed in
3:17.2.
Schoennitinn also swims on the
San Jose State relay team, which
broke the school record in the
400-yard freestyle relay to
the first three meets this year
Against Foothill, the team is is
timed in 3:17.4.
Says O’Neill, "Schoenmann is s
fast because of his size. He has a
good stroke, with exeoslingly ett..1
rhythm anti coordinatitei Also. hi au,, it
has a lot of guts. It.
et IIITIllet111

Frosh Swimmers
Record Sixth Win

ARE YOU THIRSTY?
Have your taste buds been
deprived of the exquisite
taste of on ORANGE JULIUS?
Why deny yourself this elegant thirst quencher? For
even Dante would
only 1cS
have agreed "it’s a Devilish
Drink."

ORANGE JULIUS
Corner

of

1st

and San Fernando

Monterey .-9n3111u1e 01) .goreign S)IndieJ

gilt Summer Session
7 week session: July 8- August 21. 1063
10 week sesision: June 17- August 1:4, 1963
Di ision of Political Arts
Comprehensive programs for tipper iliNir-ion and graduate students eonibining fundaniental colir-,- c Thelors of
Ili.iory or

Factors in Social

C.hange I

Wit Ii area -Indies

loilt-ing on problems of social change in
America. t7 units)

iii mom zuni Latin

pis ision of Languages & Civilizations
Intensive undergraduate I elfment ars’. intermediate, all.

Nanced, upper division/ and graduate courses in Frenrh.
and
German, Italian, Japanese. Mandarin Lltini.se,
Spanish 16-11 omits: combined elementary and iiiti.rocdiate, 16 units). Instruction at all levels by natiNe
tors. in language being studied. Some lammage
as a i

Accredited by the SCesterst As.-n. of School: and Colleges as a specialized institution granting the 11.1-trr of Art,
III Teaching foreign languages and political
For further information_ write to:

Director of Admissions
Monterey Institute of Foreign Stodi.
J.O. Box 1322. Monterey, California

-

SENIORS
IN
CIVIL ENGINEERING
A Representative of the State of Califoin;o
campus Monday, March 25, to interview 1963 Tao.,
employment in the following fields:

Design and field

BRIDGE ENGINEERING

be 0^
+s fcr

work or

bridges. Employment in S.F. Bay Area.
(Division of San Francisco Bay Toll Crossings)

HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING
California Department of Water
Sacramento and Los Angeles.

growir.9
For work with
Resources. Employment

It

(Department of Water Resources)

date

HIGHWAY AND BRIDGE ENGINEERING D’s’gn ed
engineering for the State freeway program. EmploYrnerit
State-wide.
(Dtvision of Highways)

field

65 So.
First St.
49to
211 Valley Fair
CH 8

ridays Thursdays
C days

10TH & TULLY ROAD
ITInfinf.vdriri rst.M.,T4

CALL 294-4243

The frosh fare Await It i
Schtiol Saturday at 11 a.m, in lia.
Pool.

down,wn
lot
tickets

Cr

50c

FOR GREEN FEES
WITH COPY OF THIS AD
(Sat, Skin & Holidays ,,,,,ead/

Gas Allowance
New York
and Denver, also

The fiosh has lost only to Stanford thus far, while beatini,
Palo Alto Athletic Club, Foothill,
Campbell High School, Olynntit
’I think he stands a good chance Club, and the Oakland squad.
Coach Austin Wise-ell calls his
of laing the second swimmer from !
San Jose State to place in the squad "onis of the best frosts learns ’
nal Iona Is," says O’Neill. "Torn ever at San Jose State." The learn.
is led by Greg Herrick, who huts
set two freshman records and brsm
la part of two reeord-setting relay
teams.

FREE
PARKING
.at

FAIRWAYS
Golf Course

Cars to

No money Down A Year To Pay

ail

FAIRGROUNDS

CARS AVAILABLE TO
OREGON

The San tbIS(’ Stale
ming team stretched its record
6-1 Tuesday with a 70-24 victual
over Oakland City College.

HILINGR1 ?

igemzsznalaiwzoi

Wont th it Feerick would come
back was /11S0 no surprise since he
has two years to go on a contract
for $25,000 per
ieportedly
An turn.
Gottlieb sald he and Ferric*

Are you a one pat or a two pat man? Vitalls with
V-7 keeps your hair neat all day without grease. vii;
,
Naturally. V.7,1i) is the greaseless grooming discovery. Vitaliso
with V-7 fights embarrassing dandruff, prevents dryness, keeps .1
your hair neat all day without grease. Try Vitalis with 11-7 today!

All Beef Burger.
Chips
/MI Pickles
’tomato
Lettuce
flnions
ffe/ish
Delicious
THE 111;111;EII HOUSE
3311
:11111a I :la tti. 5.iii Itet,

Sign up for interview appointment
at the Placement Office
tees.

ft -ORIGINAL

MEN

SJS Golfers
ack Topple Bears;
Fresno Next

Diamondmen Combat’
Oregon Here Today

t udir;
H ese dh

,4
11..4, 4..141.1

CARS
I C ES
. ,

4.

NDS
S
se

ES
IS AD
,
,AD
t fri

Hiking their victory streak to
three, San Jose State’s varsity,
golfers encountered slight difficulty with the tough Orinda Country
Club course before downing University of California 15-12 Tues. ,
day.
John Lots once again paced the
Spartans with a two-over-par 74.
The Orinda course has 10 blind
holes that present a decided (Headvantage for anyone unfamiliar with
its layout. Four SJS swingers had
tuner plaved Orinda before.
Lotz tied two Bears, Dave
Ness.on and Larry Eduards, for
’s
medalist honors. Jerry Vr
own needed best hall scores to
turn victory in their favor.
13111 Aragona 1751, Mike Andraand. Dan James 1761 lost
kin
their dual matches. However. LOt2
teamed with Harry Taylor 179) for
a 3M best ball win, and Andrakin
and James combined for a 2-1 derision for San Jose’s margin of
victory.
Harlan Krantz fired a 76 to gain
a 11,112 tie in his dual go. and,
together with Aragona, dropped
the test ball match 3-0.
The Spartans are undefeated
In three engagements to date,
having stymied Alameda State
and Lo. Angeles State In preV11.11.1 outings. 5.15 meets perennially strong Fresno State tomorow at 1 p.tii. at the San Jose
Country Club.
This is the second time this year
that a Bear golf team has lost out
to SJS The Spartans ti osh
thumped the Cal yearlings, 18%811.
The Spartababes return to action Monday against Cal frosh.
nmit time is 1 p.m. at Almaden.

STARTING OFFENSIVE GUARD John Sutro
is but one of three professional gridmen who will

Winner of only one ill t nrat
ten games. the San Jose State
varsity baseball team has only
two chances to win another before opening its league season
Tuesday agains tthe University
of San Francisco at 2 p.m. in
San Francisco.
This afternoon, the varsity plays
host to the University of Oregon
at 3 in Municipal Stadium. According to coach Ed Sobczak, Oregon has played only two games
this season, defeating the University of California. 2-0 and 5-2. Col
has topped SJS twice
Oregon brings a Large teaseling squad of 22 men to San
414/PiP, only two of them seniors.
The tellni boasts 10 sophomores
and 10 juniors.
The seniors are second baseman
Eric Hardin and outfielder John
Livingston.
Four of the players ,,ie
California. They art’
I outfielder Don Banderi.-. A.i.,
sophomore pitcher Ken
Palo Alto, sophomore first
man Jim Householder, La Pu. .
and junior shortstop Itich..i.1
Reeves, Antioch,
The Spartans hit %sell in the
first game :ink/list Fresno State
Tuesday, losing on siii unearned
runt. in the eighth inning. In the
second game they were held
down by a fine pitching performative by Ed Hite. who held
them to two hits in si.x innings
while striking out 12 batters,
Sobczak was happy to see the
Spartans pick up ten hits in the
Fresno opener, and feels the team
still has a good chance in league
Z
E
i
l
[
1
]
[
1
1
M
I
D
E
T
i
strengthen the alumlire in the second
play. The players, he says, also
annual Alumni -Varsity clash in Spartan Stadium.
feel they can win.
Sobczak says that USF, who the

.Sp.irb.ms meet iii their first
game, will give them the
trouble. "Oar games with 1.;,’
have alvays ha-en exciting one he sas. ’They always go down
the la -t oti
The 1 st team boanN a %Iron:,
pit, fling 4irlei, headed by- Jeri,
E I r
and Mike Barnhart.
Catcher Rob Joyce, and Infield ere .krt Quinn and Lou Zuando
ore ;,l’s,
SolINVIJac said.
Soliez;:k 1-1 particularly pleased
with the progress of pitcher Jim
Visher ..isher has the distinction
of being the only Spartan piter..
with a win to his credit
Before facing USF. SJS o
tertain San Francisco St,..
morrce.v at 7 p.m. In a pie,,
meeting,
Gar.),
.
top. 2-11

Fresh Donnybrook
Derided At Last
By Van Bogaert

51PARTAN D
Thursday March 21. 1V6.:
_______

See us for ell your bakery esteds.
Ws-siding ci.kes. party pastries.
birthday cakes and pies
Son Jose s finest ladependent
bokLry

campus
CY 2-611(10

D.ucl, torn

Big Auto
Insurance Savings Announced
ccomen and married men
. $78 less $12 diejdend, or net
o $66 fbsed On current 14 P’
cant dee.dandJ. 5.n9le men undo.’
25 $212 Iess 540 iin.lesne. or net
of 1212.
$10/20 000 Bodily Injury liability: $5,000
Property Darnag and $500 MedicI
Paymnts Other COver494141 at con,
sa,not Payments cn be
po
mad oec. tyme or four fifties.
year Cell or ..,it. for full odor.
4444 ,r to Geo,oe Campbell,
Callforno Casualty, ISIS Th
Aiamedo S J 244-5600

THE

;:,
,!.
,, ,;1-1 oohed
a ninth inning home run with two
men on Tuesday to give the San
Jose State frosh baseball team an
11-10 satin-y over Hartnell College at Salinas.
The Spartababes had a six -run
fifth inning, but fell behind when
fart ne 1 I scored twice in the seventh arid twice more in the

!NATURAL
GIFT
For Your Fair Lads

lute’ and Lavender
Orchid Corsages
only

Jlim Rowers started on the
momid for SJS, but was relay.’ed
in the eighth by John Lyon. the
.sver ’,lot Winner.
T.xlay. the Spartababes entertarn Irvington High School at 3
p.m.

Free Deliver

9 lie 9/c
Phone 292-2969

Three Professional Stars
Strengthen Alumni Wall
nil grad.
leors of
-t tidies
e l Lahti

late, adFrench.
;Ian and
interme
in-trals
houses

I guess
Have to Hide!
All I did was wear my
new A-1 RACERS to
school. You’d think I
was a star, the way
the girls mob me.
I’m not conceited
know they’re
RACERS fans!

and Colr of Arts

A massive veteran line headed
Iv three professional gridmen will
Hoe coach Bob Bronzan’s alums
size as well as speed for Saturday’s1
second annual Varsity - Alumni
1
clash in Spartan Stadium.

fensive tackles, as pros Leon Donohue 149eiss) and Jim Cadile (Chicago Bears) are returning to harass Titchenal’s youthful linemen.
Stan Galas (’55) and Herb Yamasaki 1’601 are ticketed for duty at
guards, while Ron Earl l’58 I heads
The old-timers have two com- itie line -backing corps.
plete lines (offense and defense) to
The outstanding Al
’ p, r
pit against Bob Titchenal’s youngpoint of age 1%111 be
er and better-conditi.ned Spartans. former in
411144 LW.; Fred 1.imise,.
The offensive front mill he
V!. Lindsey holds the all-time
flanked
a pair of former pro
Spartan P.ST record of 13 in it
stars in Billy Wilson and Nlerltrms.
Flattle. %% lit. .n ssIss an all -pro
A barkfield, which sparkles with
choice with the San Francisco
the likes of such speedsters as Ray
49ers, while Flattley drew payJohnson, will
checks f r 0 in the Philadelphia Norton and Johnny
Eagles.
Filling the tackle slots will
I huck Ennis, 1960 graduate, an ,
Al Severity), a 250-pound ’58 alum.
Herschel Sanders, the biggest man
on the squad at 270, will also
act ion at tackle.
John Sinn) 1’61) and Dick Erie’.
’591 will wet the call at offensive
gnaw’s. while ’56 grad Jim Craig
will start at center. Suter, played
for the 19ers in. season

he captained by ’52 alum Lynn Aplanali. and (lion
1i16’
Roy Ifiram and Stan Beasley are
surprise starters at halfbacks, as,
is Slat) Vujevich at fullback.
Titchenal will go with three
returning lidternien in his backfield: Rand it ,tter, quarterbsok:
St alt Roberts running halfback.
and Dave Johnson. flaiikertiack.
Frosh star I barley Illarraway
still start at hillhaek.
The line will consist ii Ilarry
Emiogg and Jim t’adile,
Larry Hansen and \Vail
tackle,: Fred I:ngle and Jerry
1.1; I.,
ind Steve Mumma,

Master
JEWELERS
72 S. First St.
San Jose
Phone 297-0920

work on

Racers
slacAs

HUMIDOR
SMOKE SHOP

All Ski Areas Open

CY 7-4653

SKI CONDITIONS EXCELLENT

Art Martinez

lent

290 South First St.

7he goy:4

5.topt

Co//eye
321 S

44400n Pr.

IGAptt

S

San Jose’s finest rental department

di..iisics ocuLesti.040 is 1!0eassf.
11141114%

YES, we rent HEAD SKIS
and BOGNER stretch pants

* Imported Pipes
and Tobaccos
* Meerschaum and
Calabash Pipes

ELER

* Smokers Accesoroes

and

chop
lit St

A Pull Line of
A-1 Topers
. .sz. 26-36
.....e.oweeem.

IALDEFE_CTIVE

5m,

339 S. 1st Sf.

PLop

Use your Benkernisricard or
the First Nefl0001 Charge Plan
All perking sickeM yisbdided

-kr11144/
121,r

1/3 to1/2 off reg. price

growin.9
yment

-.sign and
,ploymeni

h-

Of:

PARKAS
SWEATERS
SKI PANTS
SKI BOOTS
POLES
SKIS

114.98 to LDS

Al your favorite campus

7R78

Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051

The defensive line will be an
by another 19er star, Dan
Csitchico, who uas graduated in
’61. Vase Chald, anotiiir ’61
grad, still start at the opposite
end.
The alumni is stmtwest ii .i.-

iII be on
totes for

ifl

"S

* Complete Stock
of Magazines
*

Noble
College Outline Serino

101,101

&

72 S. First St.
San Jose
Photo, 297-0920

Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratogl Ave.
Phone 379-3051

Free

f)arhortiz

iri tvitr

,\

,,I

t

111.--AP 9,81 API DAL*
Thimed iy March 21
le4C

Peace Corps Test
The next Peace Corps placement
test will be given Saturday morning at 6.36
The test will be given at the.
ii on P., t t Mice, First and
iii
t
Sari Jiise

TONIGHT
The Folk Theater
970 So. 1st

_
SPECIAL
BLUES
CONCERT
- presents

The liNt141 CollellialOry rule of
10 members of the Federal Mediation Service will be put aside tte
bight ai 6’45 Us 5142. They will
present a mock mediation session,
with tour persons taking the part
-if labia’, four persons representing
,,..uagement and one member to
the usual role of nualiator
KiefltlIgt on, assist 4tH re...hal director of the Federal
-.--oiation Service, will be availto answer questions at the
conclusion of the program.
The program is sponsored by the
Industrial Relations Department
and the student Industrial Relations Club.
This is the third visit of the
mediation service with their pro-

JESSE FULLER

letherilary,
Monday
Milpitas
1.1,-1 1111
‘Aid
us
islet,. in
t
Santa
School I lint
I I
all btu.,
The is. a,
(*bunts 8, i
Clara County 4%1.11, V,51IIN
254.) person, and students alai in0,,
801001 Instrii I.
.yellaV,,stor’
terested persou is art- yet...tint tended
Alameda( -,unty. Gni Mad,cit
I, attend v.irly to is’
it
re Unified School District, Suite,
Snit tam:,
Rent - Sell Creek. Amador County.
Tuesday --- Lynwood Unified
WEDDING GOWNS,
School District. Lynwood, an it
FORMALS,
T- slay S auposse!: !I’m siital- Rowland School District. La PuenS01181 by the Arnold Air Society. te. both in Los Angeles County. Mt
ALL ACCESSORIES
will he -Conquest of the Air" and Eden School District, Hayward,
"Interdiction and Blockade." The Alameda County. Merced Union
films are show n at 230 p.m. in High School District, Merced, in
Nlerced County.
’11155.
Bridal Rental Shop
Wednmfu)
e
Fullerton Union
Ly App’t only
High School and Junior Colleve
Tel 253-6I64
Districts. Fullerton, Orange Cuus,

Lt ke

I

I 1 414

J al

Thursday - Manhattan
’ay Sitio"! tiet

I

15
I

11111,1

left,

.

!I,

,-citgli

i

1 iitecil

PIZZERIA

SPECIALIZING IN
PIZZA, SPAGHETTI, LASAGNE
& SANDWICHES

OPEN TO
LUNCH

11
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.1110
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so.. lilt oriocei: Meets in (’1 11411;.

Feature Magazine

See LYKE’S:

1/1t

11.

interview with Peter, Paul arid Mai
. special folksinging features
4.artoon s

Pa-,c h

ALCOA

t I al.

t
Sehool
L alley
Llint
:111111, Ventui a County. kedlatalMililii Sch. ails, Redlands, San Bey t1,11111111
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Cale 4 ’tapers: Listen to music ant
tuba Fifa Sigma: I ci -:1!,-i, its
entertainment by campus groups:
,, Re1 -operation t’onfusion;
...feteria. 2-3 p.m.
ports or One’: cafeteria. 7:30
Spartan Tours: David Hatch
----avs slides of tour areas; election TOSIORROAV
Deutsche. Vereln: C;eneral bmiofficers. IA108. 7 p.m.
! - meeting foll.aved by GermanFlying 20’s: Film on "Origin ot
- .
party; 1159 Park Ave., 8 I, itt.
Weather"; cafeteria room A, 7:30
l’hi sigma Tan: .Tolin Hopkins
II
-Ethical Disputts".
i.e-u’,. Recreation Assn.: Corns
ti.
s’
iswitninitig at 4 -Si) t,rn:
1 11:!
1C:..
11 al 7 p.m. WG.
ical

This Week’s Special

Nation’s No. 1 Campus

L’ENCORE

:!,Jr.

FRIDAY

N11111,1,

LAST DAY
ON SALE

Air Film Screened

p.iii

Sal & Luigi;

for teching positions
(Intrviws
in Clifornie are now being held in
Adm234. between 9 a.m. and 4,30
p.m. Signup sheets r now vailable.
Students on, 1,444404(J Is. sae up
I

:
Lidunel. az,ari an;
primof business. reports ttait
the esent is offered only every
twu eli is ’Itie expel:termed !twill
ators pi’.-.e-rut a litglc12. i 1,11%1 it

1"

tt*It) in the College Union for nine man of the event
Friday Redondo Beach City chairmanship, for Parents’ Day, I
Reach,
School District. Redondo
and Glendale Unified School Distriet Glen1 tale. both in Los AngelsGiossitiont Union II.t.
( ’,Juni)
and LitYissitiont illtlit/I’ 4 ’0114.:

Spartaguide
I do %11:
ID-111041.111I

DON’T MISS:

TONIGHT 8

Parents’ Day Posts Available

Teaching Interviews

Mock Mediation This Evening

German Club Meeting
Intel flat ii.nal Day- will he discussed at tomorrow’s 8 p.m. German Club meeting at 1159 Williams
Ave., according to Karen Williams,
secretary of the SJS organization.

Subsidiaty sow i1114114.44,419 Mort
for evening and Saturday work. IS
hours per week - $67.80. Schulai.
ships available.

fiction
LYKE doll

See Mr. Werner
10:30 A.M. - Sat. only
1717 The Alameda

For Nite Owls, LYKE will be
on sale Wednesday and Thursday Nite

,
,

Tempest 11Vinners...Lap 2!

11111.

St

against C
ited to meeting in valet.
,o p tn
amateur Radio Club: All harm,

9Ikal
Pread and Puller

$1.10

Interviews are
er now being held in
Building X, 303 S. Ninth St., between
9:15 a.m. and 4:15 p.m. Appointment
lists are put out in advance. Students
are requested to sign up early.-ED.

347 So. First St.
(Next to Fox Theater)
CV 7-1136

Galeria Color
l’icme and ,ee !hr..- item.
Iii
dating color,
Straw tote baskets
Beach parasols
Hemp twine
Iliiiirart God’s PVC’S

Match boxes
0Wer

’’5W

11.1111.’
111

di .11 5,,n

"Furn-

Job Interviews

THE FINEST

eyj

t1111.11/1,:

TOMORROW:
Pacific Telepl
& TelegraphElectrical, mechanical, and civil
engineers along with math, physics
and liberal arts majors and business administration and industrial
engineering majors for management, engineering, sales. produclion and customer contracts. Citizenship required and males only.
C.S. Army Audit Agency -Accounting (18 units plus Ii units in
I, related subjects, majors for auditor trainee positions. Citizenship
Western Electric Co.

131 E. ’6’11.1.1 tM

Elect ....

Easter Cards

Hours: Tues. 1-4: Wed Thurs 2.5
Fri. 1.5; Sat. 12-4: Sun. -Mon. closed

Cards

mom.,

..11.: c..,1
along with math, physics. liberal
arts and business administration
majors and
cm:Meets
for management. mmineming,sales,
productiiin and cust.imer contracts.
and
(’it izenship required
ma le
only.
MONDAY’:
California State Per sit noel
Board Civil engineers for design
and field work in bridge. highway
and hydraulic engineering. Citizenship required.
The Emporium
11:e. iness
namstration ma ills arid liber.11
:.:, majors for ;in iisecutiV, train -

for all Occasions

CDT. B R GARDNER
V. M. I.

DAVID E. LLOYD
SAN DIEGO ST.

H. H ANDERSON
OKLA ST U (sac.)

RICHARD L. SMIT
U. OF MICHIGAN

R. MONTGOMERY, JR.
TEsas TECH COLLEGE

Greeting Card

R I. SALBERG, JR.
Ut LIAL

SpaZtana
ANNOUNCEMENTS 111

bn

1 -bedroom apt. for rent. 342 So
-- Cali 292-3025

Rids needed ----------41.1 Cc, : L.

Bachelor

Want rider -

Apart,,,,t

Apt.

LAP 3...

vertible in accordance with the rules on the reverse
Of

15

your license plate.

AUTOMOTIVE fel
Chau 4-speed trans
6544

--

-- 102 irp. 4
CV 2-7665

"

G rl so

^
Tape deck. Viking 75. "..,55 52 00 an

,r.

’? 4’5 aar

4

MG.TF1500,
1954, C
v
re 5950 25 -05
1953 Olds 88 Holiday -

Skis
es:

6

9’

8

-

Wollensai 8 mm

BUSINESS SERVICES (SI
Auto insurance for students. Phone 248 Wanted
2420, Chet Bailey Ins. 385 So. Monroe

George F Smith.
on the staff at
San Jose State College
is a consolation prize winner in the
1-eM GRAND PRIX 50 sweepsUiken
for colleges only. The consolation
hi,. hi -ti stereo
prier-lea 4 -speed
record player, -I he Waltz," by
RCA Victor.
SO Tempest Convertibles!
empes: Li-Mans
50 new frintusc
convertibles are top prizes in the
LAM GRAND PRIX 50 sweepstaktvi.
They Cr,- awarded in four drawings
for 5, 10, then tr, and finally 20
l’ilnprista And in each lap. in, is.
then 20 and finally 25 conwilation
prize numbers: ore ccrinoilni,d 70
"NI plav..r.111.11.
stereo hi fi
For Colleges Only!
t.sm GRAND PRIX 50 in open to ci.I
lege students’, faculty and encyl,,,
only. Entrants’ chances of .
are 50 timea better t
sweepstakes were open to Mc x.
oral public.
sound sood?Then pick up anew r
blank whore you . buy your f./651
Cliehrerfielrl Arai I /Apia eirttotteti
r

100 weeklint Invitation, $ 11 95. One ,n
ge’d. tree. AL 2.9191. day.nite.
-8Inding-for theses and class nr...es n.,
?
and informal books. see re -p as
?
Press CV 7.8717,
lerera: contrar..,e
se. "g - repair. 297.8343, 29241905.
E
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1. A486272
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CLASSIFIED RATES:
250 a ine first insertion
200 a line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum

Enter the LAM GRAND PRIX SO!
Lots more winners to cornett

6. 8304290
7. A622200
8.A000831
9, C050080
10. B711674

2.C356696
3. A062375
4. C628490
5. 0797116

11. C426799
12. A441627
13. C741245
14. B443354
15. 8597516

CONSOLATION PRIZE NUMBERS!
16. C079585

8896122

6. 8507111

11. D801532

C359461

7.

12. B784902

17. A973027
18. B315344

C479883

3. C669684

8 C688698

13. A151426

4. A790991

9 B763706

14. H176099

19. A788043

15. B429004

20.

10.

5 A537928

sot

CY

Late 1959 Lembre1+4, ar

RCA Victor. Or, you may still win a Tempest! (See
official claiming rules on reverse of your license
plate, and observe claiming dates given above.)
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MERCHANDISE (11)
NSU Supermas 250 CC MC $525. 290.
HI -Fl, 30 watt amp. V.M. her-tab e
Na
,.
SO. Cy 2.0395
17 Triumph Tiger Cub. 200
$225
1 For Sale:
grintwell. 297-9681.
wet suit whipper .a
4
$25 :
59 Custom 6 Rambler. it/H, WW -P -ra 13,rnham
portable
, re-.............
7-3924
Voss

Formula Jr Cooper compl
Fred 141 5 4.-

a

If you hold a Consolation Prize number, you win
4 -speed Portable Hi-Fi Stereo Set, "The Waltz" by

1.
2.

apt. t:ear 01001. Ur

bedroom

WINNING I
NUMBERS 1

20 CONSOLATION PRIZES TOO!

I 11_

,

62 Contain Monza
.rans.

All claims for Tempests and COnsolatiOn Prizes
must be sent via registered mall. postmarked by
March 23, 1963 and received by the nadges no
later than March 25,1963.

,.,orn. 1. 580.
5‘. CV 81588.

r

4.00

IMPORTANT! If you hold any of the 15 winning
numbers, claim your Pontiac Tempest LeMans Con-

HOUSING (14)

Superfluous hair removed for life A. L.
Narel e R.E. 2’) So st 294-4499.

ku.
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iaUtiLAsh
OLVItY ILLII. INaT.

Did you win in Lap 3?
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L&M GRAND PRIX 50
WINNER!
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America’s hottest new
sports convertible!
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Shop

EARL F. BROoss
COLGATE (fac

41%

Wedding Invitations

PAUL’S

ROGER A.KUETER
LORAS COLLEGE

pr’

Prentice -11A
Any Mail
:.i.., ’lye,.
calling

[ruts .lers Insurance (
major, prelei ably with a 3.0 1;1,..\
for management trainee in di agency and in lite, fire and rasualty insurance, underwritinr ,ust
mortgage loan and claim -

Studio Cards

40"

15468625

C031599

BM GRAND PRIX 50
Sweepstakes for colleges only

More than

50 times the chance to win than if open to

the general public.

20 Tempests to go!
Get set for the last lap ... 20 more Tempests and 25
more Consolation Prizes! Of course, entries you’ve already submitted are still in the running -but enter again
and improve your odds! And, if you haven’t entered yet,
NOW’S THE TIME! All entries received before March
29th will be eligible to win one of the 20 Tempests to he
awarded in Lap 45 So pick up an entry blank where you
buy your cigarettes ... today!
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EXCLUSIVE FOR THE GIRLS!
If you win I Tempest you mai
choose instead a thrilling expense
paid 2 week Holiday in Europe- fir
two’ Plus $500 in cash!
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Get with the winners...
far ahead in smoking satisfaction!
all MS PONTIAC TIMPIIIIT Al YOUR NIAROY PONTIAC DRAL[fil
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